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Return to the 3rd floor desk by 

November 30, 2019 
 

(late ballots will not be accepted) 

Thank you for voting for the 2020 

Book Club in a Bag Collection! 
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• Where do these titles come from? 

• Book clubs, IFPL readers, and IFPL Librarians nominated all of the             

titles in this ballot 

 

• Can I vote online? 

• Sure! Visit the www.ifpl.org and tell all of your friends about it! 

 

• Why isn’t the book I nominated on the ballot? 

• If a book isn’t available in paperback by the end of the year, we 

will not have it on the ballot. 

 

• When will this set be available for check-out? 

• The 2020 sets will be ready for groups to check-out by                        

January 15, 2020.   

 

• Is this book “clean”? 

• Well, that can be a tough question to answer.  There are many 

places you can refer to to determine if the title is right for your book 

group, and we’d be happy to give you a list of resources to help 

you. 
 

 

• Sets can’t be put on request. 

• Sets must be checked-out and checked-in only at the 3rd floor desk-

please don’t return them to the book-drop, or give them to anyone 

other than the librarians on the 3rd floor. 

• Sets check-out for no more than 6 weeks, and the book sets cannot be                  

renewed. 

• If a book is missing from the set, the person who checked-out the set 

will be financially responsible for the missing book.  
 

  

We’re happy to answer your questions about this     

or anything else.  Please call (208.612.8462) or                    

email Liza(levans@ifpl.org). 
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 SHIPWRECK AT THE BOTTOM OF THE WORLD: THE EXTRAORDINARY TRUE STORY OF SHACKLETON AND THE                

ENDURANCE by Jennifer Armstrong // In August 1914, Ernest Shackleton and 27 men sailed from England in an 

attempt to become the first team of explorers to cross Antarctica from one side to the other. Five months later 

and still 100 miles from land, their ship, Endurance, became trapped in ice. The expedition survived another 

five months camping on ice floes, followed by a perilous journey through stormy seas to remote and unvisited 

Elephant Island. In a dramatic climax to this amazing survival story, Shackleton and five others navigated 800 

miles of treacherous open ocean in a 20-foot boat to fetch a rescue ship.  

 WASHINGTON’S FAREWELL: THE FOUNDING FATHER’S WARNING TO FUTURE GENERATIONS by John P. Avlon // 

George Washington’s Farewell Address was a prophetic letter he wrote to his fellow citizens and signed from 

a “parting friend,” addressing the forces he feared could destroy our democracy: hyper-partisanship,                        

excessive debt, and foreign wars. In it, Washington called for unity among “citizens by birth or choice,”                    

advocated moderation, defended religious pluralism, proposed a foreign policy of independence (not                     

isolation), and proposed that education is essential to democracy. He established the precedent for the 

peaceful transfer of power.  Washington’s urgent message was adopted by Jefferson after years of                            

opposition and quoted by Lincoln in defense of the Union. Woodrow Wilson invoked it for nation-building;              

Eisenhower for Cold War; Reagan for religion. Once celebrated as civic scripture, more widely reprinted than 

the Declaration of Independence, the Farewell Address is now almost forgotten. Yet its message remains 

starkly relevant today. In Washington’s Farewell, John Avlon offers a stunning portrait of our first president and 

his battle to save America from self-destruction.  

 THE GIFTS OF IMPERFECTION by Brené Brown // Each day we face a barrage of images and messages from 

society and the media telling us who, what, and how we should be. We are led to believe that if we could 

only look perfect and lead perfect lives, we'd no longer feel inadequate. So most of us perform, please, and 

perfect, all the while thinking, What if I can't keep all of these balls in the air? Why isn't everyone else working 

harder and living up to my expectations? What will people think if I fail or give up? When can I stop proving 

myself? In The Gifts of Imperfection, Brené Brown, PhD, a leading expert on shame, authenticity and                            

belonging, shares what she's learned from a decade of research on the power of Wholehearted Living--a 

way of engaging with the world from a place of worthiness. In her ten guideposts, Brown engages our minds, 

hearts, and spirits as she explores how we can cultivate the courage, compassion, and connection to wake 

up in the morning and think, No matter what gets done and how much is left undone, I am enough, and to 

go to bed at night thinking, Yes, I am sometimes afraid, but I am also brave. And, yes, I am imperfect and         

vulnerable, but that doesn't change the truth that I am worthy of love and belonging.  

 BAD BLOOD: SECRETS AND LIES IN A SILICON VALLEY STARTUP by John Carreyou // In 2014, Theranos founder 

and CEO Elizabeth Holmes was widely seen as the female Steve Jobs: a brilliant Stanford dropout whose 

startup "unicorn" promised to revolutionize the medical industry with a machine that would make blood tests 

significantly faster and easier. Backed by investors such as Larry Ellison and Tim Draper, Theranos sold shares in 

a fundraising round that valued the company at $9 billion, putting Holmes's worth at an estimated $4.7 billion. 

There was just one problem: The technology didn't work.  Here is the riveting story of the biggest corporate 

fraud since Enron, a disturbing cautionary tale set amid the bold promises and gold-rush frenzy of Silicon              

Valley.  

 

Non-Fiction titles… 

 
Please vote for 10 books to 

be added to the 2018 Book 

Club in a Box collection! 
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 BATTLE HYMN OF THE TIGER MOTHER by Amy Chua // All decent parents want to do what's best for their                 

children. What Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother reveals is that the Chinese just have a totally different idea of 

how to do that. Western parents try to respect their children's individuality, encouraging them to pursue their 

true passions and providing a nurturing environment. The Chinese believe that the best way to protect your 

children is by preparing them for the future and arming them with skills, strong work habits, and inner                          

confidence. Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother chronicles Chua's iron-willed decision to raise her daughters, 

Sophia and Lulu, her way—the Chinese way—and the remarkable results her choice inspires.  

 ELEPHANT COMPANY: THE INSPIRING STORY OF AN UNLIKELY HERO AND THE ANIMALS WHO HELPED HIM SAVE 

LIVES IN WORLD WAR II by Vicki Constantine Croke// Billy Williams came to colonial Burma in 1920, fresh from 

service in World War I, to a job as a “forest man” for a British teak company. Mesmerized by the intelligence, 

character, and even humor of the great animals who hauled logs through the remote jungles, he became a 

gifted “elephant wallah.” Increasingly skilled at treating their illnesses and injuries, he also championed more 

humane treatment for them, even establishing an elephant “school” and “hospital.” In return, he said, the 

elephants made him a better man. The friendship of one magnificent tusker in particular, Bandoola, would 

be revelatory. In Elephant Company, Vicki Constantine Croke chronicles Williams’s growing love for                        

elephants as the animals provide him lessons in courage, trust, and gratitude.  

 SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES: AND OTHER LESSONS FROM THE CREMATORY by Caitlin Doughty // Most people 

want to avoid thinking about death, but Caitlin Doughty—a twenty-something with a degree in medieval 

history and a flair for the macabre—took a job at a crematory, turning morbid curiosity into her life’s work. 

Thrown into a profession of gallows humor and vivid characters (both living and very dead), Caitlin learned 

to navigate the secretive culture of those who care for the deceased. 

Smoke Gets in Your Eyes tells an unusual coming-of-age story full of bizarre encounters and unforgettable 

scenes. Caring for dead bodies of every color, shape, and affliction, Caitlin soon becomes an intrepid                 

explorer in the world of the dead. She describes how she swept ashes from the machines (and sometimes 

onto her clothes) and reveals the strange history of cremation and undertaking, marveling at bizarre and 

wonderful funeral practices from different cultures.  

 KILLERS OF THE FLOWER MOON: THE OSAGE MURDERS AND THE BIRTH OF THE FBI by David Grann // In the 

1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were members of the Osage Indian Nation in Oklahoma. 

After oil was discovered beneath their land, the Osage rode in chauffeured automobiles, built mansions, 

and sent their children to study in Europe. 

Then, one by one, they began to be killed off. One Osage woman, Mollie Burkhart, watched as her family 

was murdered. Her older sister was shot. Her mother was then slowly poisoned. And it was just the beginning, 

as more Osage began to die under mysterious circumstances.  

 LEADERSHIP: IN TURBULENT TIMES by Doris Kearns Goodwin // In Leadership, Goodwin draws upon the four 

presidents she has studied most closely—Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and 

Lyndon B. Johnson (in civil rights)—to show how they recognized leadership qualities within themselves and 

were recognized as leaders by others. By looking back to their first entries into public life, we encounter them 

at a time when their paths were filled with confusion, fear, and hope. 

Leadership tells the story of how they all collided with dramatic reversals that disrupted their lives and                   

threatened to shatter forever their ambitions. Nonetheless, they all emerged fitted to confront the contours 

and dilemmas of their times. 

No common pattern describes the trajectory of leadership. Although set apart in background, abilities, and 

temperament, these men shared a fierce ambition and a deep-seated resilience that enabled them to               

surmount uncommon hardships. At their best, all four were guided by a sense of moral purpose. At moments 

of great challenge, they were able to summon their talents to enlarge the opportunities and lives of others.   

 FINISH STRONG by Dan Green // Finish Strong is more than a statement, it's an attitude! When you combine 

the word Finish with Strong you create a powerful platform for action and a lifelong attitude to help you live 

a life without regrets.  

 

Non-Fiction titles… 
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 LITTLE PRINCES: ONE MAN’S PROMISE TO BRING HOME THE LOST CHILDREN OF NEPAL by Conor Grennan // Little 

Princes is the epic story of Conor Grennan's battle to save the lost children of Nepal and how he found himself in 

the process. Part Three Cups of Tea, and part Into Thin Air, Grennan's remarkable memoir is at once gripping and 

inspirational, and it carries us deep into an exotic world that most readers know little about.  

 EYES DON’T SEE: A STORY OF CRISIS, RESISTENCE, AND HOPE IN AN AMERICAN CITY by Mona Hanna-Attisha // Here 

is the inspiring story of how Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, alongside a team of researchers, parents, friends, and                

community leaders, discovered that the children of Flint, Michigan, were being exposed to lead in their tap water

--and then battled her own government and a brutal backlash to expose that truth to the world. Paced like a             

scientific thriller, What the Eyes Don't See reveals how misguided austerity policies, broken democracy, and                  

callous bureaucratic indifference placed an entire city at risk. And at the center of the story is Dr. Mona herself--

an immigrant, doctor, scientist, and mother whose family's activist roots inspired her pursuit of justice.   

What the Eyes Don't See is a riveting account of a shameful disaster that became a tale of hope, the story of a 

city on the ropes that came together to fight for justice, self-determination, and the right to build a better world 

for their--and all of our--children.  

 THE BEGGAR KING AND THE SECRET OF HAPPINESS by Joel Ben Izzy // The Beggar King and the Secret of Happiness 

is an altogether original true story about a storyteller who loses his voice and believes he's lost everything. An                 

encounter with his old teacher shows him that, in fact, he's been given a great gift. Their meetings lead him on a 

journey into the timeless wisdom of ancient tales - a world of beggars and kings, monks and tigers, lost horses and 

buried treasures - and, ultimately, toward the secret of happiness.  

 THE SUN DOES SHINE: HOW I FOUND LIFE AND FREEDOM ON DEATH ROW by Anthony Ray Hinton // Anthony Ray   

Hinton was poor and black when he was convicted of two murders he hadn't committed. For the next three                

decades he was trapped in solitary confinement in a tiny cell on death row.  Eventually his case was taken up by 

the award-winning lawyer, Bryan Stevenson, who managed to have him exonerated, though it took 15 years for 

this to happen. How did Hinton cope with the mental and emotional torture of his situation, and emerge full of 

compassion and forgiveness? This is a story of hope and the resilience of the human spirit. 

 HIGH ACHIEVER: THE INCREDIBLE TRUE STORY OF ONE ADDICT’S DOUBLE LIFE by Tiffany Jenkins // A few years ago, 

Tiffany Jenkins was detoxing behind bars at a Florida prison, incarcerated on 20 felony charges. Now, she's clean 

and sober, a married mother of three. As she found her way in her new life, she started sharing on social media as 

an outlet for her depression and anxiety. She struck a chord, several of her videos went viral (one with 46 million 

views), and in the past year her following exploded from a few hundred thousand to more than 3 million.  The 

memoir opens in the Florida women's prison where Tiffany was incarcerated for 180 days. The memoir flashes back 

in time to the events that led to Tiffany's imprisonment (during the time of her active addiction, Tiffany was dating 

and living with a cop), and moves forward to her eventual sobriety.  

 THE 101 MOST INFLUENCIAL PEOPLE WHO NEVER LIVED by Allan Lazar // From Santa Claus to Buffy the Vampire 

Slayer, from Uncle Sam to Uncle Tom, here is a compelling, eye-opening, and endlessly entertaining compendium 

of fictional trendsetters and world-shakers who have helped shape our culture and our lives.  

 THE DEATH OF EXPERTISE; THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST ESTABLISHED KNOWLEDGE AND WHY IT MATTERS                                        

by Tom Nichols// The rise of the internet and other technology has made information more easily-accessible than 

ever before. While this has had the positive effect of equalizing access to knowledge, it also has lowered the bar 

on what depth of knowledge is required to consider oneself an "expert." A cult of anti-expertise sentiment has                   

coincided with anti-intellectualism, resulting in massively viral yet poorly informed debates ranging from the                  

anti-vaccination movement to attacks on GMOs. This surge in intellectual egalitarianism has altered the                         

landscape of debates-all voices are equal, and "fact" is a subjective term. Browsing WebMD puts one on equal 

footing with doctors, and Wikipedia allows all to be foreign policy experts, scientists, and more. 

As Tom Nichols shows in The Death of Expertise, there are a number of reasons why this has occurred-ranging from 

easy access to Internet search engines to a customer satisfaction model within higher education. The product of 

these interrelated trends, Nichols argues, is a pervasive distrust of expertise among the public coinciding with an 

Non-Fiction titles… 
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unfounded belief among non-experts that their opinions should have equal standing with those of the experts. 

The experts are not always right, of course, and Nichols discusses expert failure. The crucial point is that bad         

decisions by experts can and have been effectively challenged by other well-informed experts. The issue now is 

that the democratization of information dissemination has created an army of ill-informed citizens who                        

denounce expertise.  

 THE LIBRARY BOOK by Susan Orlean //  On the morning of April 29, 1986, a fire alarm sounded in the Los                   

Angeles Public Library. As the moments passed, the patrons and staff who had been cleared out of the 

building realized this was not the usual fire alarm. As one fireman recounted, “Once that first stack got                   

going, it was ‘Goodbye, Charlie.’” The fire was disastrous: it reached 2000 degrees and burned for more 

than seven hours. By the time it was extinguished, it had consumed four hundred thousand books and       

damaged seven hundred thousand more. Investigators descended on the scene, but more than thirty 

years later, the mystery remains: Did someone purposefully set fire to the library—and if so, who? 

Weaving her lifelong love of books and reading into an investigation of the fire, award-winning New                   

Yorker reporter and New York Times bestselling author Susan Orlean delivers a mesmerizing and uniquely 

compelling book that manages to tell the broader story of libraries and librarians in a way that has never 

been done before. 

 GULP; ADVENTURES ON THE ALIMENTARY CANAL by Mary Roach //  The alimentary canal is classic Mary Roach 

terrain: the questions explored in Gulp are as taboo, in their way, as the cadavers in Stiff and every bit as 

surreal as the universe of zero gravity explored in Packing for Mars. Why is crunchy food so appealing? Why 

is it so hard to find words for flavors and smells? Why doesn’t the stomach digest itself? How much can you 

eat before your stomach bursts? Can constipation kill you? Did it kill Elvis? In Gulp we meet scientists who 

tackle the questions no one else thinks of—or has the courage to ask. We go on location to a pet-food 

taste-test lab, a fecal transplant, and into a live stomach to observe the fate of a meal. With Roach at our 

side, we travel the world, meeting murderers and mad scientists, Eskimos and exorcists (who have                           

occasionally administered holy water rectally), rabbis and terrorists—who, it turns out, for practical reasons 

do not conceal bombs in their digestive tracts. 

Like all of Roach’s books, Gulp is as much about human beings as it is about human bodies.   

 AN INVISIBLE THREAD: THE TRUE STORY OF AN 11-YEAR-OLD PANHANDLER, A BUSY SALES EXECUTIVE, AND AN                 

UNLIKELY MEETING WITH DESTINY by Laura Schroff // She was a successful ad sales rep in Manhattan. He was a 

homeless, eleven-year-old panhandler on the street. He asked for spare change; she kept walking. But then 

something stopped her in her tracks, and she went back. And she continued to go back, again and again. They 

met up nearly every week for years and built an unexpected, life-changing friendship that has today spanned 

almost three decades. 

 GOD’S HOTEL: A DOCTOR, A HOSPITAL, AND A PILGRIMAGE TO THE HEART OF MEDICINE by Victoria Sweet //                

San Francisco's Laguna Honda Hospital is the last almshouse in the country, a descendant of the Hôtel-Dieu

(God's Hotel) that cared for the sick in the Middle Ages. Ballet dancers and rock musicians, professors and 

thieves-"anyone who had fallen, or, often, leapt, onto hard times" and needed extended medical care-ended 

up here. So did Victoria Sweet, who came for two months and stayed for twenty years. Laguna Honda, lower 

tech but human paced, gave Sweet the opportunity to practice a kind of attentive medicine that has almost 

vanished. Gradually, the place transformed the way she understood her work. Alongside the modern view of the 

body as a machine to be fixed, her extraordinary patients evoked an older idea, of the body as a garden to be 

tended. God's Hotel tells their story and the story of the hospital itself, which, as efficiency experts, politicians, and 

architects descended, determined to turn it into a modern "health care facility," revealed its own surprising truths 

about the essence, cost, and value of caring for body and soul.  
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 EATS, SHOOTS, AND LEAVES: THE ZERO TOLERANCE APPROACH TO PUNCTUATION  by Lynne Truss // In Eats, Shoots 

& Leaves, former editor Lynne Truss, gravely concerned about our current grammatical state, boldly defends 

proper punctuation. She proclaims, in her delightfully urbane, witty, and very English way, that it is time to look 

at our commas and semicolons and see them as the wonderful and necessary things they are. Using examples 

from literature, history, neighborhood signage, and her own imagination, Truss shows how meaning is shaped by 

commas and apostrophes, and the hilarious consequences of punctuation gone awry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY by Douglas Adams // Seconds before the Earth is demolished to make 

way for a galactic freeway, Arthur Dent is plucked off the planet by his friend Ford Prefect, a researcher for the 

revised edition of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy who, for the last fifteen years, has been posing as an out-

of-work actor. 

Together this dynamic pair begin a journey through space aided by quotes from The Hitchhiker's Guide ("A tow-

el is about the most massively useful thing an interstellar hitchhiker can have") and a galaxy-full of fellow travel-

ers: Zaphod Beeblebrox—the two-headed, three-armed ex-hippie and totally out-to-lunch president of the gal-

axy; Trillian, Zaphod's girlfriend (formally Tricia McMillan), whom Arthur tried to pick up at a cocktail party once 

upon a time zone; Marvin, a paranoid, brilliant, and chronically depressed robot; Veet Voojagig, a former grad-

uate student who is obsessed with the disappearance of all the ballpoint pens he bought over the years.   

 A LANTERN IN HER HAND by Bess Streeter Aldrich //"Sometimes it all comes over me," young Abbie said to her 

fiance, "that I can do big things. It's ahead of me...kind of like a light in the woods that shines and stays far 

away. And when I read verse or hear music...or...sing...it beckons me one, and my throat hurts with wanting to 

do something great." 

Abbie Deal did do something great, even if it wasn't what she had dreamed of. And years later, when her chil-

dren, raised in a rude sod hut, were prosperous men and women of a thriving state, she could say proudly, "I've 

seen everything...and I've hardly been away from this yard. I've seen the feeble beginnings of a raw state and 

the civilization that developed there, and I've been part of the beginning and part of the growth. But it's funny," 

she added, "I was always too busy filling up the youngsters and getting patches on the overalls to notice that I 

was part of the epic." 

A strong an vigorous picture of pioneer life. The magnificent story of a young girl who went West as a bride -- 

and helped to build a nation.  

 THE ABSOLUTELY TRUE DIARY OF A PART-TIME INDIAN by Sherman Alexie //Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells 

the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his 

future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high 

school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. 

Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on 

the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, 

chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the 

life he was destined to live.  

 CIRCUS MIRANDUS by Cassie Beasley //Even though his awful Great-Aunt Gertrudis doesn’t approve, Micah 

believes in the stories his dying Grandpa Ephraim tells him of the magical Circus Mirandus: the invisible tiger 

guarding the gates, the beautiful flying birdwoman, and the magician more powerful than any other—the Man 

Who Bends Light. Finally, Grandpa Ephraim offers proof. The Circus is real. And the Lightbender owes Ephraim a 

miracle. With his friend Jenny Mendoza in tow, Micah sets out to find the Circus and the man he believes will 

save his grandfather.  The only problem is, the Lightbender doesn't want to keep his promise. And now it's up to 

Micah to get the miracle he came for.  

Non-Fiction titles… 

Fiction titles… 
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 CADDIE WOODLAWN by Carol Ryrie Brink //Caddie Woodlawn is a real adventurer. She'd rather hunt than sew 

and plow than bake, and tries to beat her brother's dares every chance she gets. Caddie is friends with Indians, 

who scare most of the neighbors -- neighbors who, like her mother and sisters, don't understand her at all.  Cad-

die is brave, and her story is special because it's based on the life and memories of Carol Ryrie Brink's grand-

mother, the real Caddie Woodlawn. Her spirit and sense of fun have made this book a classic that readers 

have taken to their hearts for more than seventy years. 

 PULP by Charles Bukowski //Opening with the exotic Lady Death entering the gumshoe-writer's seedy office in 

pursuit of a writer named Celine, this novel demonstrates Bukowski's own brand of humour and realism, open-

ing up a landscape of seamy Los Angeles.  

 BECOMING MRS. LEWIS by Patti Callahan //When poet and writer Joy Davidman began writing letters to C. S. 

Lewis—known as Jack—she was looking for spiritual answers, not love. Love, after all, wasn’t holding together 

her crumbling marriage. Everything about New Yorker Joy seemed ill-matched for an Oxford don and the be-

loved writer of Narnia, yet their minds bonded over their letters. Embarking on the adventure of her life, Joy 

traveled from America to England and back again, facing heartbreak and poverty, discovering friendship and 

faith, and against all odds, finding a love that even the threat of death couldn’t destroy.  

 JOURNEY TO THE END OF THE NIGHT by Louis-Ferdinand Céline //Louis-Ferdinand Celine's revulsion and anger at 

what he considered the idiocy and hypocrisy of society explodes from nearly every page of this novel. Filled 

with slang and obscenities and written in raw, colloquial language, Journey to the End of the Night is a literary 

symphony of violence, cruelty and obscene nihilism. This book shocked most critics when it was first published in 

France in 1932, but quickly became a success with the reading public in Europe, and later in America where it 

was first published by New Directions in 1952. The story of the improbable yet convincingly described travels of 

the petit-bourgeois (and largely autobiographical) antihero, Bardamu, from the trenches of World War I, to the 

African jungle, to New York and Detroit, and finally to life as a failed doctor in Paris, takes the readers by the 

scruff and hurtles them toward the novel's inevitable, sad conclusion.  

 WITH EVERY BREATH by Elizabeth Camden //In the shadow of the nation's capital, Kate Livingston holds a re-

spectable position as a government statistician when she encounters a rival from her past, the insufferable Tre-

vor McDonough. A Harvard-trained physician, Trevor never showed the tiniest flicker of interest in Kate, and 

she's bewildered at the way he suddenly seeks her out. Surprising even herself, Kate agrees to Trevor's entirely 

unexpected and risky proposal to work side-by-side with him in his quest to rid the world of tuberculosis, a con-

tagious and deadly disease. 

As Kate begins to unlock the mysteries of Trevor's past, she realizes there is much more to him than she could 

have imagined. His hidden depths may fascinate her, but his most closely guarded secrets and a shadowy en-

emy lurking in the background carry a serious threat to their future. 

When the truth of the past comes out, threatening to destroy everything they hold dear, how will Trevor and 

Kate ever overcome all that stands in their way?  

 SARAH by Orson Scott Card //Sarai was a child of ten years, wise for her age but not yet a woman, when she 

first met Abram. He appeared before her in her father's house, filthy from the desert, tired and thirsty. But as the 

dirt of travel was washed from his body, the sight of him filled her heart. And when Abram promises Sarai to re-

turn in ten years to take her for his wife, her fate was sealed. 

Abram kept his promise, and Sarai kept hers they were wed, and so joined the royal house of Ur with the high 

priesthood of the Hebrews. So began a lifetime of great joy together, and greater peril: and with the blessing of 

their God, a great nation would be built around the core of their love.  
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 AND THEN THERE WERE NONE by Agatha Christie //First, there were ten—a curious assortment of strangers 

summoned as weekend guests to a private island off the coast of Devon. Their host, an eccentric millionaire 

unknown to all of them, is nowhere to be found. All that the guests have in common is a wicked past they're 

unwilling to reveal—and a secret that will seal their fate. For each has been marked for murder. One by one 

they fall prey. Before the weekend is out, there will be none. And only the dead are above suspicion.   

 MY LADY’S CHOOSING: AN INTERACTIVE ROMANCE NOVEL by Kitty Curran and Larissa Zageris //You are the 

plucky but penniless heroine in the center of ninteenth-century society, courtship season has begun, and 

your future is at hand. Will you flip forward fetchingly to find love with the bantering baronet Sir Benedict 

Granville? Or turn the page to true love with the hardworking, horse-loving highlander Captain Angus 

McTaggart? Or perhaps race through the chapters chasing a good (and arousing) man gone mad, bad, 

and scandalous to know, Lord Garraway Craven? Or read on recklessly and take to the Continent as the 

“traveling companion” of the spirited and adventuresome Lady Evangeline? Or yet some other intriguing 

fate?  

 MOUNT ANALOGUE by René Daumal //In this novel/allegory the narrator/author sets sail in the yacht                       

Impossible to search for Mount Analogue, the geographically located, albeit hidden, peak that reaches 

inexorably toward heaven. Daumal's symbolic mountain represents a way to truth that "cannot not exist," 

and his classic allegory of man's search for himself embraces the certainty that one can know and conquer 

one's own reality.  

 A TALE OF TWO CITIES by Charles Dickens //After eighteen years as a political prisoner in the Bastille, the 

ageing Doctor Manette is finally released and reunited with his daughter in England. There the lives of two 

very different men, Charles Darnay, an exiled French aristocrat, and Sydney Carton, a disreputable but               

brilliant English lawyer, become enmeshed through their love for Lucie Manette. From the tranquil roads of 

London, they are drawn against their will to the vengeful, bloodstained streets of Paris at the height of the 

Reign of Terror, and they soon fall under the lethal shadow of La Guillotine.  

 THE MOONLIT MOOSE by Elizabeth J. Fallon // Who knew that a moonlit moose in Denali Park, Alaska, would 

someday result in Bethany Page receiving an invitation from the President of the United States in 2005 to be 

the first artist featured in the new wing of the National Art Gallery in Washington, D.C.? And what did she do, 

she panicked and did what most of us would do, she called her eight-five year old parents. “They want a 

history of how I became a painter,” she told them and their response, “ It’s about time you got that story of 

a thirteen year old ranger’s daughter’s first summer in Mt. McKinley Park, down. That was forty-seven years 

ago and as your parents can testify, your memory doesn’t get any better with age. As you write, send us the 

chapters and we’ll help anyway we can.” And thus began the story of the summer that changed                               

everything.  

 THE NIGHTINGALE by Kristin Hannah // In the quiet village of Carriveau, Vianne Mauriac says goodbye to her   

husband, Antoine, as he heads for the Front. She doesn’t believe that the Nazis will invade France...but              

invade they do, in droves of marching soldiers, in caravans of trucks and tanks, in planes that fill the skies 

and drop bombs upon the innocent. When France is overrun, Vianne is forced to take an enemy into her 

house, and suddenly her every move is watched; her life and her child’s life is at constant risk. Without food 

or money or hope, as danger escalates around her, she must make one terrible choice after another.  

Vianne’s sister, Isabelle, is a rebellious eighteen-year-old girl, searching for purpose with all the reckless                

passion of youth. While thousands of Parisians march into the unknown terrors of war, she meets the                        

compelling and mysterious Gäetan, a partisan who believes the French can fight the Nazis from within 

France, and she falls in love as only the young can...completely. When he betrays her, Isabelle races                  

headlong into danger and joins the Resistance, never looking back or giving a thought to the real--and 

deadly--consequences.  
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 THE LOST GIRLS OF PARIS by Pam Jenoff // Grace Healey is rebuilding her life after losing her husband during 

the war. One morning while passing through Grand Central Terminal on her way to work, she finds an                

abandoned suitcase tucked beneath a bench. Unable to resist her own curiosity, Grace opens the suitcase, 

where she discovers a dozen photographs—each of a different woman. In a moment of impulse, Grace 

takes the photographs and quickly leaves the station. 

Grace soon learns that the suitcase belonged to a woman named Eleanor Trigg, leader of a ring of female 

secret agents who were deployed out of London during the war. Twelve of these women were sent to                   

Occupied Europe as couriers and radio operators to aid the resistance, but they never returned home, their 

fates a mystery. Setting out to learn the truth behind the women in the photographs, Grace finds herself 

drawn to a young mother turned agent named Marie, whose daring mission overseas reveals a remarkable 

story of friendship, valor and betrayal.  

 GOODNIGHT JUNE by Sarah Jio // Goodnight Moon is an adored childhood classic, but its real origins are lost 

to history. In Goodnight June, Sarah Jio offers a suspenseful and heartfelt take on how the "great green 

room" might have come to be. 

June Andersen is professionally successful, but her personal life is marred by unhappiness. Unexpectedly, she 

is called to settle her great-aunt Ruby’s estate and determine the fate of Bluebird Books, the children’s 

bookstore Ruby founded in the 1940s. Amidst the store’s papers, June stumbles upon letters between her 

great-aunt and the late Margaret Wise Brown—and steps into the pages of American literature.  

 LILAC GIRLS by Martha Hall Kelley // New York socialite Caroline Ferriday has her hands full with her post at 

the French consulate and a new love on the horizon. But Caroline’s world is forever changed when Hitler’s 

army invades Poland in September 1939—and then sets its sights on France.  

An ocean away from Caroline, Kasia Kuzmerick, a Polish teenager, senses her carefree youth disappearing 

as she is drawn deeper into her role as courier for the underground resistance movement. In a tense                          

atmosphere of watchful eyes and suspecting neighbors, one false move can have dire consequences.  

For the ambitious young German doctor, Herta Oberheuser, an ad for a government medical position seems 

her ticket out of a desolate life. Once hired, though, she finds herself trapped in a male-dominated realm of 

Nazi secrets and power.  

The lives of these three women are set on a collision course when the unthinkable happens and Kasia is sent 

to Ravensbrück, the notorious Nazi concentration camp for women. Their stories cross continents—from New 

York to Paris, Germany, and Poland—as Caroline and Kasia strive to bring justice to those whom history has 

forgotten.   

 THE CALCULATING STARS by Mary Robinette Kowal // On a cold spring night in 1952, a huge meteorite fell to 

earth and obliterated much of the east coast of the United States, including Washington D.C. The ensuing 

climate cataclysm will soon render the earth inhospitable for humanity, as the last such meteorite did for the 

dinosaurs. This looming threat calls for a radically accelerated effort to colonize space, and requires a much 

larger share of humanity to take part in the process. 

Elma York’s experience as a WASP pilot and mathematician earns her a place in the International                            

Aerospace Coalition’s attempts to put man on the moon, as a calculator. But with so many skilled and                   

experienced women pilots and scientists involved with the program, it doesn’t take long before Elma begins 

to wonder why they can’t go into space, too. 

Elma’s drive to become the first Lady Astronaut is so strong that even the most dearly held conventions of 

society may not stand a chance against her.  

 THE LION, THE WITCH, AND THE WARDROBE by C.S. Lewis // Four adventurers step through a wardrobe door 

and into the land of Narnia -- a land enslaved by the power of the White Witch. But when almost all hope is 

lost, the return of the Great Lion, Aslan, signals a great change ... and a great sacrifice.   
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 THE GREAT BELIEVERS by Rebecca Makkai // In 1985, Yale Tishman, the development director for an art                

gallery in Chicago, is about to pull off an amazing coup, bringing in an extraordinary collection of 1920s 

paintings as a gift to the gallery. Yet as his career begins to flourish, the carnage of the AIDS epidemic grows 

around him. One by one, his friends are dying and after his friend Nico's funeral, the virus circles closer and 

closer to Yale himself. Soon the only person he has left is Fiona, Nico's little sister.  Thirty years later, Fiona is in 

Paris tracking down her estranged daughter who disappeared into a cult. While staying with an old friend, a 

famous photographer who documented the Chicago crisis, she finds herself finally grappling with the                        

devastating ways AIDS affected her life and her relationship with her daughter. The two intertwining stories 

take us through the heartbreak of the eighties and the chaos of the modern world, as both Yale and Fiona 

struggle to find goodness in the midst of disaster. 

 SEND DOWN THE RAIN by Charles Martin // Allie's second husband is killed tragically when his 18-wheeler 

crashes into the rocks near their home in Cape San Blas--the tanker was full of fuel and the explosion could 

be seen on overhead satellites. She'd already lost the beloved waterfront restaurant her parents started and 

now losing her husband, no matter how unfulfilling their marriage was, might just push her over the edge. 

Joseph's time in Vietnam left him with scars that never seemed to heal. No matter how he's tried to love or 

what he's tried to do since then, he can't pull himself out of the wreckage of his former life. His trust and                    

security shaken, he isolates himself in a cabin. But every morning, he faithfully pours two cups of coffee,                    

drinking his while he sits with the second, and then pouring out the full cup. 

It's no small coincidence that Joseph found a mother and her two young children lost in the woods near his 

cabin. Or that when he helps them return to family in Florida, he's near enough to see that explosion. Near 

enough to know it's close to home. Near enough to know that his childhood sweetheart needs him. 

The years have built so much distance between them, but it's the secrets that may be their final undo-

ing. Send Down the Rain reminds us of the beauty of truth . . . and the power of love to wash away the past.  

 ALL OUR WRONG TODAYS by Elan Mastai // You know the future that people in the 1950s imagined we'd 

have? Well, it happened. In Tom Barren's 2016, humanity thrives in a techno-utopian paradise of flying cars, 

moving sidewalks, and moon bases, where avocados never go bad and punk rock never existed . . .                     

because it wasn't necessary. 

Except Tom just can't seem to find his place in this dazzling, idealistic world, and that's before his life gets 

turned upside down. Utterly blindsided by an accident of fate, Tom makes a rash decision that drastically 

changes not only his own life but the very fabric of the universe itself. In a time-travel mishap, Tom finds him-

self stranded in our 2016, what we think of as the real world. For Tom, our normal reality seems like a dystopian 

wasteland. 

But when he discovers wonderfully unexpected versions of his family, his career, and—maybe, just maybe—

his soul mate, Tom has a decision to make. Does he fix the flow of history, bringing his utopian universe back 

into existence, or does he try to forge a new life in our messy, unpredictable reality? Tom’s search for the                

answer takes him across countries, continents, and timelines in a quest to figure out, finally, who he really is 

and what his future—our future—is supposed to be.  

 UPROOTED by Naomi Novik // Agnieszka loves her valley home, her quiet village, the forests and the bright 

shining river. But the corrupted Wood stands on the border, full of malevolent power, and its shadow lies over 

her life.  Her people rely on the cold, driven wizard known only as the Dragon to keep its powers at bay. But 

he demands a terrible price for his help: one young woman handed over to serve him for ten years, a fate 

almost as terrible as falling to the Wood.  But Agnieszka fears the wrong things. For when the Dragon comes, it 

is not Kasia he will choose.  

 A LONG WALK TO WATER by Linda Sue Park // A Long Walk to Water begins as two stories, told in alternating 

sections, about a girl in Sudan in 2008 and a boy in Sudan in 1985. The girl, Nya, is fetching water from a pond 

that is two hours’ walk from her home: she makes two trips to the pond every day. The boy, Salva, becomes 

one of the "lost boys" of Sudan, refugees who cover the African continent on foot as they search for their 

families and for a safe place to stay. Enduring every hardship from loneliness to attack by armed rebels to 

contact with killer lions and crocodiles, Salva is a survivor, and his story goes on to intersect with Nya’s in an 

astonishing and moving way.   
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 DEAR MRS. BIRD by A.J. Pierce // London 1940, bombs are falling. Emmy Lake is Doing Her Bit for the war effort, 

volunteering as a telephone operator with the Auxiliary Fire Services. When Emmy sees an advertisement for a 

job at the London Evening Chronicle, her dreams of becoming a Lady War Correspondent seem suddenly 

achievable. But the job turns out to be typist to the fierce and renowned advice columnist, Henrietta Bird.                  

Emmy is disappointed, but gamely bucks up and buckles down. 

Mrs Bird is very clear: Any letters containing Unpleasantness—must go straight in the bin. But when Emmy reads 

poignant letters from women who are lonely, may have Gone Too Far with the wrong men and found                        

themselves in trouble, or who can’t bear to let their children be evacuated, she is unable to resist responding. 

As the German planes make their nightly raids, and London picks up the smoldering pieces each morning,                 

Emmy secretly begins to write letters back to the women of all ages who have spilled out their troubles.  

 GOOD OMENS by Terry Pratchett & Neil Gaiman //  According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes 

Nutter, Witch (the world's only completely accurate book of prophecies, written in 1655, before she exploded), 

the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. Just before dinner. So the armies of Good and Evil are 

amassing, Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. Everything appears to be going according to 

Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living demon—both of whom have lived amongst Earth's 

mortals since The Beginning and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle—are not actually looking forward to the 

coming Rapture.  And someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist . . . 

 SUMMER OF THE MONKEYS by Wilson Rawls // The last thing a fourteen-year-old boy expects to find along an old 

Ozark river bottom is a tree full of monkeys. Jay Berry Lee's grandpa had an explanation, of course--as he did for 

most things. The monkeys had escaped from a traveling circus, and there was a handsome reward in store for 

anyone who could catch them. Grandpa said there wasn't any animal that couldn't be caught somehow, and 

Jay Berry started out believing him . . . 

But by the end of the "summer of the monkeys," Jay Berry Lee had learned a lot more than he ever bargained 

for--and not just about monkeys. He learned about faith, and wishes coming true, and knowing what it is you 

really want. He even learned a little about growing up . . . 

 HARRY POTTER AND THE SORCERER’S STONE by J.K. Rowling // Harry Potter's life is miserable. His parents are dead 

and he's stuck with his heartless relatives, who force him to live in a tiny closet under the stairs. But his fortune 

changes when he receives a letter that tells him the truth about himself: he's a wizard. A mysterious visitor       

rescues him from his relatives and takes him to his new home, Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.  

After a lifetime of bottling up his magical powers, Harry finally feels like a normal kid. But even within the                       

Wizarding community, he is special. He is the boy who lived: the only person to have ever survived a killing curse 

inflicted by the evil Lord Voldemort, who launched a brutal takeover of the Wizarding world, only to vanish after 

failing to kill Harry. 

Though Harry's first year at Hogwarts is the best of his life, not everything is perfect. There is a dangerous secret 

object hidden within the castle walls, and Harry believes it's his responsibility to prevent it from falling into evil 

hands. But doing so will bring him into contact with forces more terrifying than he ever could have imagined.  

 SKYWARD by Brandon Sanderson // Defeated, crushed, and driven almost to extinction, the remnants of the 

human race are trapped on a planet that is constantly attacked by mysterious alien starfighters. Spensa, a 

teenage girl living among them, longs to be a pilot. When she discovers the wreckage of an ancient ship, she 

realizes this dream might be possible—assuming she can repair the ship, navigate flight school, and (perhaps 

most importantly) persuade the strange machine to help her. Because this ship, uniquely, appears to have a 

soul.   

 SALT TO THE SEA by Ruta Sepetys // World War II is drawing to a close in East Prussia and thousands of refugees 

are on a desperate trek toward freedom, many with something to hide. Among them are Joana, Emilia, and 

Florian, whose paths converge en route to the ship that promises salvation, the Wilhelm Gustloff. Forced by             

circumstance to unite, the three find their strength, courage, and trust in each other tested with each step clos-

er to safety.  Just when it seems freedom is within their grasp, tragedy strikes. Not country, nor culture, nor status 

matter as all ten thousand people—adults and children alike—aboard must fight for the same thing: survival.  
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 UNWIND by Neal Shusterman // The Second Civil War was fought over reproductive rights. The chilling                         

resolution: Life is inviolable from the moment of conception until age thirteen. Between the ages of thirteen 

and eighteen, however, parents can have their child "unwound," whereby all of the child's organs are                     

transplanted into different donors, so life doesn't technically end. Connor is too difficult for his parents to                  

control. Risa, a ward of the state, is not enough to be kept alive. And Lev is a tithe, a child conceived and 

raised to be unwound. Together, they may have a chance to escape and to survive.  

 SOURDOUGH by Robin Sloan // Lois Clary, a software engineer at a San Francisco robotics company, codes all 

day and collapses at night. When her favourite sandwich shop closes up, the owners leave her with the starter 

for their mouthwatering sourdough bread. 

Lois becomes the unlikely hero tasked to care for it, bake with it and keep this needy colony of microorganisms 

alive.  Soon she is baking loaves daily and taking them to the farmer's market, where an exclusive close-knit 

club runs the show. 

When Lois discovers another, more secret market, aiming to fuse food and technology, a whole other world 

opens up. But who are these people, exactly?  

 GIRL WAITS WITH GUN by Amy Stewart // Constance Kopp doesn’t quite fit the mold. She towers over most 

men, has no interest in marriage or domestic affairs, and has been isolated from the world since a family                  

secret sent her and her sisters into hiding fifteen years ago. One day a belligerent and powerful silk factory 

owner runs down their buggy, and a dispute over damages turns into a war of bricks, bullets, and threats as he 

unleashes his gang on their family farm. When the sheriff enlists her help in convicting the men, Constance is 

forced to confront her past and defend her family — and she does it in a way that few women of 1914 would 

have dared. 

 THE HELP by Kathryn Stockett // Twenty-two-year-old Skeeter has just returned home after graduating from Ole 

Miss. She may have a degree, but it is 1962, Mississippi, and her mother will not be happy till Skeeter has a ring 

on her finger. Skeeter would normally find solace with her beloved maid Constantine, the woman who raised 

her, but Constantine has disappeared and no one will tell Skeeter where she has gone. 

Aibileen is a black maid, a wise, regal woman raising her seventeenth white child. Something has shifted inside 

her after the loss of her own son, who died while his bosses looked the other way. She is devoted to the little girl 

she looks after, though she knows both their hearts may be broken. 

Minny, Aibileen's best friend, is short, fat, and perhaps the sassiest woman in Mississippi. She can cook like                  

nobody's business, but she can't mind her tongue, so she's lost yet another job. Minny finally finds a position 

working for someone too new to town to know her reputation. But her new boss has secrets of her own. 

Seemingly as different from one another as can be, these women will nonetheless come together for a                    

clandestine project that will put them all at risk. And why? Because they are suffocating within the lines that 

define their town and their times. And sometimes lines are made to be crossed. 

 BENEATH A SCARLET SKY by Mark Sullivan // Pino Lella wants nothing to do with the war or the Nazis. He’s a      

normal Italian teenager—obsessed with music, food, and girls—but his days of innocence are numbered. 

When his family home in Milan is destroyed by Allied bombs, Pino joins an underground railroad helping Jews 

escape over the Alps, and falls for Anna, a beautiful widow six years his senior.  In an attempt to protect him, 

Pino’s parents force him to enlist as a German soldier—a move they think will keep him out of combat. But              

after Pino is injured, he is recruited at the tender age of eighteen to become the personal driver for Adolf              

Hitler’s left hand in Italy, General Hans Leyers, one of the Third Reich’s most mysterious and powerful                          

commanders.  Now, with the opportunity to spy for the Allies inside the German High Command, Pino endures 

the horrors of the war and the Nazi occupation by fighting in secret, his courage bolstered by his love for Anna 

and for the life he dreams they will one day share. 

 THE HATE U GIVE by Angie Thomas //Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor                        

neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy balance                          

between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at 

the hands of a police officer. Khalil was unarmed. 

Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and 
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a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord try to                 

intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went down that night? And the only 

person alive who can answer that is Starr. 

But what Starr does—or does not—say could upend her community. It could also endanger her life.  

 A GENTLEMAN IN MOSCOW by Amor Towles // In 1922, Count Alexander Rostov is deemed an unrepentant                         

aristocrat by a Bolshevik tribunal, and is sentenced to house arrest in the Metropol, a grand hotel across the 

street from the Kremlin. Rostov, an indomitable man of erudition and wit, has never worked a day in his life, and 

must now live in an attic room while some of the most tumultuous decades in Russian history are unfolding               

outside the hotel's doors. Unexpectedly, his reduced circumstances provide him entry into a much larger world 

of emotional discovery. 

Brimming with humor, a glittering cast of characters, and one beautifully rendered scene after another, this               

singular novel casts a spell as it relates the count's endeavor to gain a deeper understanding of what it means to 

be a man of purpose.  

 THESE IS MY WORDS by Nancy Turner //A moving, exciting, and heartfelt American saga inspired by the author's 

own family memoirs, these words belong to Sarah Prine, a woman of spirit and fire who forges a full and                       

remarkable existence in a harsh, unfamiliar frontier. Scrupulously recording her steps down the path Providence 

has set her upon—from child to determined young adult to loving mother—she shares the turbulent events, both 

joyous and tragic, that molded her, and recalls the enduring love with cavalry officer Captain Jack Elliot that 

gave her strength and purpose. 

 THE SEVEN DEATHS OF EVELYN HARDCASTLE by Stuart Turton // At a gala party thrown by her parents, Evelyn                

Hardcastle will be killed--again. She's been murdered hundreds of times, and each day, Aiden Bishop is too late 

to save her. Doomed to repeat the same day over and over, Aiden's only escape is to solve Evelyn Hardcastle's 

murder and conquer the shadows of an enemy he struggles to even comprehend--but nothing and no one are 

quite what they seem.  

 HEARTSTONE by Elle Katharine White // They say a Rider in possession of a good blade must be in want of a                 

monster to slay—and Merybourne Manor has plenty of monsters. 

Passionate, headstrong Aliza Bentaine knows this all too well; she’s already lost one sister to the invading                     

gryphons. So when Lord Merybourne hires a band of Riders to hunt down the horde, Aliza is relieved her home 

will soon be safe again. 

Her relief is short-lived. With the arrival of the haughty and handsome dragonrider, Alastair Daired, Aliza expects 

a battle; what she doesn’t expect is a romantic clash of wills, pitting words and wit against the pride of an                    

ancient house. Nor does she anticipate the mystery that follows them from Merybourne Manor, its roots running 

deep as the foundations of the kingdom itself, where something old and dreadful slumbers . . . something far 

more sinister than gryphons. 

 BEFORE WE WERE YOURS by Lisa Wingate // Memphis, 1939. Twelve-year-old Rill Foss and her four younger siblings 

live a magical life aboard their family’s Mississippi River shantyboat. But when their father must rush their mother 

to the hospital one stormy night, Rill is left in charge—until strangers arrive in force. Wrenched from all that is                   

familiar and thrown into a Tennessee Children’s Home Society orphanage, the Foss children are assured that 

they will soon be returned to their parents—but they quickly realize the dark truth. At the mercy of the facility’s 

cruel director, Rill fights to keep her sisters and brother together in a world of danger and uncertainty.   

Aiken, South Carolina, present day. Born into wealth and privilege, Avery Stafford seems to have it all: a                            

successful career as a federal prosecutor, a handsome fiancé, and a lavish wedding on the horizon. But when 

Avery returns home to help her father weather a health crisis, a chance encounter leaves her with                                    

uncomfortable questions and compels her to take a journey through her family’s long-hidden history, on a path 

that will ultimately lead either to devastation or to redemption.  
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 WHAT SHE LEFT BEHIND by Ellen Marie Wiseman // Ten years ago, Izzy Stone’s mother fatally shot her father while 

he slept. Devastated by her mother’s apparent insanity, Izzy, now seventeen, refuses to visit her in prison. But 

her new foster parents, employees at a local museum, have enlisted Izzy’s help in cataloging items at a long-

shuttered state asylum. There, amid piles of abandoned belongings, Izzy discovers a stack of unopened letters, 

a decades old journal, and a window into her own past.  Clara Cartwright, eighteen years old in 1929, is 

caught between her overbearing parents and her love for an Italian immigrant. Furious when she rejects an 

arranged marriage, Clara’s father sends her to a genteel home for nervous invalids. But when his fortune is lost 

in the stock market crash, he can no longer afford her care—and Clara is committed to the public asylum.  

Even as Izzy deals with the challenges of yet another new beginning, Clara’s story keeps drawing her into the 

past. If Clara was never really mentally ill, could something else explain her own mother’s violent act? Piecing 

together Clara’s fate compels Izzy to re-examine her own choices—with shocking and unexpected results. 

 ONE IN A MILLION BOY by Monica Wood // The story of your life never starts at the beginning. Don't they teach 

you anything at school? 

So says 104-year-old Ona to the 11-year-old boy who's been sent to help her out every Saturday morning. As 

he refills the bird feeders and tidies the garden shed, Ona tells him about her long life, from first love to second 

chances. Soon she's confessing secrets she has kept hidden for decades.   

One Saturday, the boy doesn't show up. Ona starts to think he's not so special after all, but then his father                

arrives on her doorstep, determined to finish his son's good deed. The boy's mother is not so far behind. Ona is 

set to discover that the world can surprise us at any age, and that sometimes sharing a loss is the only way to 

find ourselves again.  ing journey, spanning years and covering 6,500 miles, but it is through incredible strength, 

love, and hope that Lina ultimately survives.  
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